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AIMIR

MONTAK

Basketball Tomorrow

Debate Thursday

TUESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1929.

STA TE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

M O N T A N A T E A M T O M E E T A U ST R A L IA N D EBA TERS

Dot Kiely Names
Co-Ed Committees
Gills Will Arrange for Dance to
Be Held February 8.
Dorothy Kiely, manager of Co
ed Formal, which will be held
February -8, has appointed the
following committees to take
charge of the dance this year:
Decorations—L y d i a M a u r y ,
chairm an: Ethel Patton, Elvira
To find out a t first hand what
Hawkins, Blanche Coppo, Mar
kind of college students would like
garet McLnnahan, Gean Wigal,
to go to, and to encourage thinking Thelma Williams, Florence Win
and writing about standards o f , gate, Lois Anne Zeigler, Edna
academic life, the New Republic | May Crawford, M artha Win
magazine is inviting the older stu chester,
Nell
Grant,
Beth
dents and younger graduates of Am Schweiger. Music—D o r o t h y
erican colleges to submit articles on
Douglass, chairm an; Mary Lore,
the subject, “College As I t Might
Anna Wynn. Programs—Grace
Be.”
Sanford, chairm an; Marie Bell
These articles will be considered
Gretchen Gayhart, Claire F ran
under the following conditions:
ces Linfortb, Zahlia Snyder, Vir
1. Members of the college classes
ginia Braumberger. Special a r
from 1930—the present juniors— rangements—M a r i a n H o b b s ,
back to 1926 may submit essays.
chairm an; Rhea Trover, Louise
Lilly, Margaret
Daly, Kitty
2. Each essay m ust not be more
Quigley.
Business—M i 1d r e d
than 2,000 words in length.
Gullidge.
Tickets
—
Geraldine
3. Essays m ust be received in
Wilson, Hazel Mumm. Chaper
the office of The New Republic on
ones—Marian H art, chairm an;
or before April 1, 1929.
Helen Winston, Louise Lu4. The name, class, college, home
brecht P ubilidty—Ruth P art
address, and, in the case of alumni,
ridge.
Posters— Teddy Reed,
the present occupation of the author
Dorothy E lliott
must appear on every manuscript.

"College as It Might,Be"
Topic for Student
Writers.

5. Articles will be judged by
Alexander Meiklejohn of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin (author of
“The Liberal College'’), Max McConn of Leheigh University (author
of “College or Kindergarten") and
Robert Morss Lovett of the Uni
versity of Chicago and The New
Republic.
6. The w riter of the best article
will receive the sum of $100, and
his essay will be published in The
New Republic, if possible before the
close of the academic year.
7. The w riter of the next best
article in the opinion of the judges
will receive the sum of $75.
8. The editors- reserve the priv
ilege of summarizing or extracting
points from other articles, or of
buying them a t regular rates for
publication.
9. Articles should be addressed
to the College Essay Editor, The
New Republic, 421 W. 21st Street,
New York City.
The New Republic suggests the
following points to be considered in
essays:
Location of college.
(City or
country?)
Size. (The best number of stu
dents.)
Selection of students.
Curriculum. (Proportion of elec
tives, degree of specialization.)
Method of instruction. Quizzes?
Lectures? Seminars?)
Exam inations; grades.
Intellectual life of individuals
and groups.
Living quarters; fraternities.
Co-education.
Athletics and other organized ac
tivities.
Advantages of the w riter’s own
college, and how they might be de
veloped.

Twenty Organizations Will Prob
ably Be in Tryouts.

IT L I M I T E R
Visitors Hold Affirmative
Here. University Men
In Bozeman.
According to Professor Brussil
Fitzgerald, chairman, “there was
some vigorous debating, ably pre
sented on both sides" a t the debate
last night in the Little Theater be
tween the freshman team represent
ing the University and the team
from the State College a t Bozeman.
The contest was a no-decision affair
and open forum discussion followed.
Eugene Sunderlin and Edward
Dussault, both of Missoula, upheld
the negative side of the question,
“Resolved: that the present jury
system should be abolished," while
Miss Caroline Delaney and Donald
Faris, representing the State Col
lege spoke for the affirm ative side
of the question. The main speeches
occupied ten minutes and the re
buttals, five.

'-mOm

Hugh McKee

At Bozeman.
In Bozeman, another team from
the University met another fresh
man team from the State College.
In this match the University team
upheld the affirm ative side of the
Reorganization Planned; Program
same question and the Bozeman
Talks, Music, Etc.
team spoke for the negative. Rep
resenting Montana a t Bozeman
Spanish club will meet this eve
were Alexis Anderson, Richard
ning a t the Alpha Xi Delta house at
Karnes and Joe Mackoff, two of 7 :30 p. m.
Group Will Hold Four Dinners rhom spoke.
The meeting will be in the nature
Each Week.
of reorganization for the winter
quarter.
A membership committee
Although the number of students
will also be appointed.
taking advantage of the “Spanish
Tables’’ has been constantly in
Following the regular business
creasing, Miss Elsie Eminger, spon
meeting there will be a talk by Paul
sor of the group, announced yester
Bischoff, instructor in Foreign
day th a t the tables would be dis
Languages, and a piano selection by
continued on Friday nights here
Miss Janet Hobbs. Spanish games
after, as she believes that the “Fri- Used in Dividing Tribal Monies. In  will be played, and there will be a
dians to Be Tagged a t Birth.
day-nigbtere’’ can be accomodated
“mixer," Involving Spanish con
some other night in the week, as
versation.
Washington,
Jan. 21.— (U P)—
the “Tables" are held four nights a
M arjorie Wakefield and Ethel
Foreseeing days of possible discord
week.
and strife when the fabulous riches Scheytt are the committee In
The Spanish Tables were started
charge
of refreshments.
of the Navajo Indians are divided,
last quarter by Miss Eminger, and
the Interior department has begun
great interest has been shown by
tagging and finger-printing each
China Likes Movies
the students of advanced Spanish.
tribesman to provide definite proof
Several elementary and intermed
of his identity.
P i c t u r e Palaces Reported
iate Spanish students have also ap
The Navajos, a remote and iso
Increasing in East
plied for membership a t the tables.
lated people, have no birth certifi
cates. Sheep-raising nomads, they
Washington, Jan. 21.— (U P )—
break Into small groups and scatter
The “movie," its conquest of the
widely, it was explained. These
Western hemisphere completed, is
facts made it necessary for the In moving through the Orient whose
dian commissioner to devise some
cities one by one are building cin
Three Centuries of Collecting Yields
scheme of keeping tab on them.
ema houses, the Commerce Depart
2,784,000 Volumes.
So each Indian is being finger
ment’s Chinese representative has
Cambridge, Mass.— (I P ) —Nearly printed, afte r which his names—
reported.
three million books have been ac both American and Indian—are
Cheefoo, a thriving town of 100,cumulated by Harvard University placed on the tribal rolls. He is
since it was founded in the seven then issued a m etal disk such as 000 population, is the latest to be
come “movie-minded," he said.
teenth century.
American soldiers wore during the
Until recently the only peep at
According to late figures, the li World war.
the celluloid heroes and villains
braries of the university now con- j This enrollment serves, also, the
which the Cheefooians might have
tain a total of 2,784,300 volumes, Interior department said, in taking
was provided when the local Y. M.
1,405,260 of them being in the an Indian census. F or these peo
C. A. or visiting naval vessels
stacks of the Harvard College li ple, in the remote p arts of Utah,
showed films privately.
brary.
Colorado, and New Mexico, are hard
B ut due to the enterprise of a
to reach. The departm ent believes
young Chinese, one Chlng-tang, the
the census will reveal a Navajo
Chefooians may now plank down
population of around 38,000.
their 70, 40, or 30 cents nightly a t
The Indians, realizing the finan the ticket window of a public mov
cial value of tribal membership, ie palace."
have been anxious to be enrolled by
Chlng-tang is reported to abhor
the government employees and other western movies and shows only the
Betty Browne plays the chatter Indians who take the census.
film versions of ancient Chinese
ing wife of the bank manager. She
From now on each Indian baby legends produced by the Great
gushes interminably for anyone will be finger-printed and assigned China Lllium Pictures, Ltd., of
who will pretend to listen. She a disk when he is born. The disk Shanghai.
has just returned from a vacation m ust be worn until death, when it
His emporium displaces a cabaret
and raves on and on and on about is returned to the government
frequented mostly by American
the trip, her friends and herself.
The Interior department is plan sailors. I t seats 200 persons. A
Regine Bertling is a poor woman
ning to conduct similar censuses Russian pianist, banging out Ameri
trying to get money out of someone, among the other outlying Indian can jazz on a second-hand piano,
she Is not particular as to the per
furnishes music.
*
tribes, it was said.
son. Her husband has been ill for
months, she has nd money, and has
even lost pleasure in her coffee,
She goes about pestering all sorts
of people to answer her petition for
money, th at her husband has not
earned.
Both Oral and W ritten Quizzes For Pictures Taken by K. P. Swan Will
Be Shown During Evening.
Jacob Roush plays the neurotic
Seniors Majoring in History
Says Phillips.
clerk, who is harrassed by these
Members of the Montana Moun
women. They attack him alternate
ly, clamoring for his attention. The
Senior examinations in the his taineers will hold their monthly
play ends in a farcical scene with tory departm ent will be given short meeting a t the Y. W. O. A. next
the clerk trying to chase the women ly afte r the middle Of this quarter, Friday evening.
The meeting will open with a din
out of th e bank so th a t be can con according to Professor Paul C.
ner which will be served a t 6 :30 p.
tinue his work.
Phillips, bead of the department.
Joe Muyo plays the prompter in
These examinations, which are m. After the dinner a program a r
“Swan Song." He leads the old both written and oral, are designed ranged by Will Cave, a pioneer of
actor home after his bitter solilo to cover all the courses in the de this district, will be given. The
quy. The part is a foil to th at of partm ent which the students have main feature of the evening’s en
the maundering old man; who for-1 taken. About 16 or 18 students will tertainm ent will be the showing of
gets tha£ he is old and plays again undergo senior exams this year in mountain pictures taken by K. D.
the scenes in which the public has this department.
Swan of the Forest Service.
idolised him.
All those who plan on attending
“Twelve Thousand," by Bruno
One of the fraternities a t the Uni the meeting are asked to notify
Frank and a second bill of one acts versity of Nebraska has chosen an Miss Hazel Swearingen.
Nonare in preparation.
alligator as house pet.
members are also invited.

MEET THIS EVENING

“SPANISH T16LES” WILL
I0T MEET 0 1 H S

Harvard Has Nearly
Three Million Books

DRAMATICS CLASS DIRECTS
ONE-ACTS FOR JANUARY 29
Students of the class in English
62 will direct and produce a bill
of one acts th a t will be presented
in the Little Theater Tuesday, Ja n 
uary 29, a t 8 o’clock. The three
plays, “^ h e Swan Song," “The
Boor" and "The Anniversary” are
by Chekhov, the pre-eminent dram 
atist of modem Russia.
“Swan Song," the monologue of
an old actor, is directed by Marion
Hall. Miss Hall has played in sev
eral Masquer productions.
Last
year she appeared as Mrs. Gross
Meyer in “Cabbages" and as Mary
in “Danger," a radio play.
M argaret Sharp is directing “The
Anniversary." She has played in
operettas and taken children’s parts,
and appeared as one of the girls in
the play, “Wife to a Famous Man,"
given last quarter,
Gertrude Gustafson directs “The
Boor," one of Chekhov’s best farces.
Miss Gustafson has been on the
producing staff of various Masquer
plays.
New Actors.
Several new actors will be intro
duced in this bill. New material is
best trained in these one acts and
the Masquers’ best players have
been developed in them. Three new
people, Betty Browne, Reglne Bertling and Jacob Roush appear In
“The Anniversary."

Vodvil Synopses
Are Coming In

Set Date of Exams Mountaineers Meet;
Dine at Y.
A.
For History Majors

IV. C.

James Beck

Ray Bowden

GLEE CLUB REQRGANIZEO

TO FACE BOWDEN.
Loss of Former Student Member!
Cause Vacancies.

‘This House Is Opposed to
Nationalism," Issue of
Australian Debate.
Montana’s varsity debate squad
is actively engaged In making the
final preparations for the Austral
ian debate. The University team
will uphold the affirm ative of the
question, Resolved: that this house
is opposed to nationalism. The
University of Sydney team will a r
rive here Thursday morning from
Seattle afte r having met the debate
team of the University of Washing
ton.
The University will be represent
ed by Ray B. Bowden, Hugh F. Mc
Kee, and Jam es B. Beck.
From State College.
Bowden came to the University
from the State College a t Bozeman
last fall. For ten years he served
as head of the publications depart
ment there. He was a member of
the committees in charge of the
state high school basketball tourna
ment for seven years and chairman
(Continued on page three)

H. R. Stccves of Columbia Says
“Abie’s Irish Rose" Is Old Stuff.
New York— (I P ) —Testifying in
Anne Nichols’ $3,000,000 plagiarism
suit here, Professor Harrison Ross
Steeves of the English department
of Columbia university outlined in
detail the substance of seven plays
and two works of fiction which he
contended were substantially ident
ical with “Abie’s Irish Rose."
He furtherm ore enumerated 70
additional plays and stories which
he alleged were concerned with the
conflict between the Jew and the
Gentile, although they differ from
Miss Nichols’ comedy treatment.
“The conventional play of the op
position of parents of different
races to interm arriage, which has
been presented in many well-known
plays and films," Professor Steeves
said, “had the collision depicted in
the seventies, eighties and nineties
as a collision between Irish and
German. The reason is evident, as
the stream of immigration from
Europe a t th at time was largely
from Ireland and Germany, and
particularly in New York the obvi
ous comic scene was between fam 
ilies of those nationalities.
“I t was with Sam B ernard, Web
er and Fields, and David Warfield
that the Irish-German collision
came to be changed to Irish-Jewish.
The w riter most clearly identified
with the Irish German was Ed liarrigan of H arrigan and H art. Harrigan produced a number of plays
around th at collision, and In 1901
he novelized the substance of three
or four of them under the title “The
Mulligans."
Several other works were item
ized by the English professor.

Dean DeLoss Smith has been
forced to reorganize the Men’s Glee
club and is In need of men with
baritone and bass voices.
During the fall quarter the Glee
club was fully organized, but since
the beginning of the winter quarter
many of the former members failed
to return to school. As yet there
have been very few applicants for
the vacancies.
Men who would like to have try
outs should call Dean Smith and
make arrangements, as he is anx
iou8 to have his full quota of male
voices so that full rehearsals can
begin immediately.

There should be- a t least 20
separate organizations which
will turn in synopses for Varsity
Vodvil by next Friday, according
to Douglas Burns, manager. One
sorority on the campus has al
ready had Its synopsis in for |
more than two weeks, while
many have been practicing on
their acts since the beginning of !
the quarter.
Judged by the interest already
taken, Varsity Vodvil this year
should present some unusual
talent. Burns believes. It has
been seldom in former years th at
synopses have been turned in
ahead of time.
The last possible hour when
the synopses may be turned in
is next Friday a t 4 o’clock. At
the same hour managers of all
the acts will meet with Burns in
Main hall auditorium. He will
explain to them a t th at time the
properties which may be used as
well as the expenses allowed and
the type of costumes which may
be worn.
I t is through the courtesy of
the Masquers th at the Little
Theater is being loaned this year
for the tryouts. The date of the
tryouts has been set for Febru
ary 16. The new location for
these will eliminate the need for
moving properties downtown,
and other inconveniences.
The fact that several organi
zations other than fraternity or
sorority groups intend to enter
an act will swell the list a t the
tryouts this year, Burns says.
These independent organizations
will probably include a t least
one club organized in one of the
schools of the University.

VOLUME XXVIII, NO. 27.

IITISH AUTHOR
WILL LECTURE HERE
THE COMING WEEK
J o h n Langdon - Davies,
Young Writer, on Com
munity Arts Program.
John
Langdon-Dacies,
distin
guished B ritish author who has cre
ated a sensation in the literary
world with his books; will appear
a t the Wilma theater ■Wednesday
evening, January 30. Holders of
season tickets and others desiring
reservations for this number are re
quested to reserve their seats a t the
Wilma box office Monday, Tuesday,
or Wednesday of next week.
Mr. Langdon-Davie?, holder of an
Oxford scholarship, and candidate
for the British parliament, comes to
Missoula for the first time under
the sponsorship o f the Community
| A rt league as the third number in
an extensive program. While only
a young man, Mr. Langdon- Davies,
a t the age of 30 h as attained a high
place on the American lecture stage
and is a contributor to many of the
country's leading periodicals.. RLe is
the author of two books of merit,
“A Short History of Women” and
“The New Age of Faith,” which
have brought him fame.
Past Numbers.
Two numbers of the Community
A rt league’s program have been
given and were well deceived by
Missoula audiences. “The Barber
of Seville” which was shown a t
the Liberty theater last fall brought
several opera singers of national
note to Missoula for the first time.
The other number was a lecture by
Vilhjalm ur Stefansson, Arctic ex
plorer and author, who also ap
peared a t the Liberty, theater. The
league was then forced to move the
remaining numbers to the Wilma
theater to 'give mo^g room as the
Liberty was unable to accommodate
the crowds.

The remaining program will
bring, in February, Mme. Lea LuboReceives Notice T hat His Arrange hutz, violinist, who has toured Eu
Ode Betrays Poet
rope, and Nikolai Orloff, p ian ist
ments Are Off Press.
Orloff, native of Russia, has only
Verse Proves Undoing of Man
Dean De Loss Smith of the School recently appeared in- the United
Wanted for Murder
of Music a t the State University, S ta tes: word from England, Ger
has ju st received notice th a t four many, and Russia states Orloff to
Moscow, Jan. 21.—(United Press) new songs arranged by him have be the finest artis t of recent years.
In March Joan London, following
—A scribbled poem was the only ju st come off the press.
with lectures a trail her noted
clue found by the police in Inspect
Three of the new arrangements
ing the scene of a robbery here. by De Loss Smith are for male father. Jack, traveled many years
ago in obscurity, will appear, a t the
And the robber has been caught.
' voices. Two of these are negro
Wilma.
The railroad worker whose home spirituals, the rhythm and melody
The reservations next week will
was robbed denied having written of which are especially effective
th at or any other verse. Moreover, for male voices. The names of include the remaining, program as
the handw riting was not his. It these new song arrangem ents are: well as Langdon-Davies. Admission
had apparently been dropped by the “The Hallelugh Feelin” ’ ; “Heah prices for Wednesday night will be
bandit in making off with the loot Dem Bells” and “While I Have 75 cents and $1.00.
8ome days later the authorities You."
The other arrangem ent is called
The California Memorial Stadium
raided a hut in the forest near Mos
cow, where *an eccentric person had “April Eyes" and is for women’s will have a new tu rf field for the
set up house. The suspect, Dmitri voices. These songs are published 1929 playing season.
Spring practice, which was held
Chinienkoff, said that he was only by th ^ Fillmore Music Company of
in the stadium lost year, w ill have
a poet, living as inexpensively and Cincinnati, Ohio.
to be held this season upon odd
as quietly as possible away from
the turm oil of the city.
Louisiana University has chosen corners on the camipns which are
not occupied toy buildings.
A search netted a great stack of a grid cheer leader.
manuscript, poems long and short.
I t also netted a great deal of pro
saic goods for which the criminal
police had been searching, among
them the things stolen from the
railroad worker. Confronted with
the scribbled poem found in the
robbed home, Chinienkoff proudly
Ann Arbor, Mich., Jan. 21.—Dr. liquor or sex as they will have to be
claimed authorship.
Clarence Cook Little, one of the met in later life.
Unfortunately the press account youngest heads of a m ajor Ameri
“Not On Colleges”
is based upon police information can University, will resign as presi
“W ith these facts, in mind it is
which fails to provide any critical dent of the University of Michigan logical and, I believe, imperative to
judgment on the m erits of Chlnien- tonight. Disagreement between the insist th at some other locality be
k offs poetry.
president and regents over admin sides our schools, colleges and uni
istration policies and friction with versities be selected as. the battle
alumni organizations have been ad ground of social and sex adjust
vanced a 8 probable reasons for Dr. ment. No taunt of impropriety need
be chanted by the. virtuous. I t is
Little’s action.
Strong Antagonism.
merely a m atter of common sense.”
In support of th at theory he is
Dr. Little aroused strong antagon
Rule Changes Also Under Consider ism and equally vigorous support sued a ukase against campus use of
ation; Committees Named.
soon afte r he came here from the motor cars, a policy which since has
Unlersity of Maine in September, been adopted by other .universities.
His support of the cause o f birth
At a business meeting of A. W. S. 1925, by public advocacy of a “sane
held Monday, a commltttee was ap form," of birth control, a ban of stu control won for him widespread
pointed to Investigate the possibility dents’ use of motor care, denounce criticism. He defended his attitude
of founding a scholarship. The ment of the so-called blacklist of by stating th at in the dfscusslqn of
committee, which is composed of the D. A. R. and attempts, in sever birth control he spoke as an indi
Mary Cardell, Gertrude Gustafson al instances successful, to inaugur vidual and not in his .capacity as
head of a atate university.
and Matilda Spencer, will make in ate new educational methods.
qulrles of faculty members and oth
He is a director of the American
His administration has been
ere, to determine whether or not termed “paternalistic" because of B irth Control league and'president
this could be done successfully. Also his close supervision over student of the Race Betterm ent congress.
a t this meeting, the question was | affairs.
Dr. Little was born in. 2888. He
brought up in regard to eligibility
“The environment of carefree, fi received his A.‘ B. from Harvard
rules for girls holding any A. W. S. nancially vagrant, im itative youth University in 1910 and a m aster of
position. At present the rules are which characterizes our large und science degree in 1912. He held
incorporated in the minutes but will ergraduate groups," he said in his various posts in Cambridge before
be considered for the constitution inaugural address, “does not fairly assuming the presidency of Maine
in the spring when it is re-adopted. present problems of automobillng, In 1922.
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The Montana Kaimin

“ Beyond a doubt the success of football
is tremendous advertising for the univer
sity. I am a realist on that subject. I
Published semi-weekly by the Associated
believe that the tail wags the dog. . . . ”
Students of the University of Montana
Stanford’s product is also selling well
Entered as second-class m atter a t Missoula,
this year, as a student remarks in the
Montana, under act of Congress of
Stanford Daily, “ Stanford, with the as
March 8, 1879. _____________
sistance of the varsity and President-elect
Subscription price |2.50 per year
Hoover, is now running a race with Har
Member Intercollegiate Press________________
vard for the foremost position among
American universities.”
PRANK BRU TTO----------- ---------------EDITOR
Football is meat for the university pub
...Associate Editor
Sallle Ms d a y ......
licity bureau, a bureau whose business it
..Associate Editor
Harold Joyce-----is to see that the university gets at least as
..Associate Editor
Elisabeth Maury
much column space in the newspapers as
..Associate Editor
John Rankin —
...Associate
Editor
any
other institution. No academic news
Sam Gilluly.... .....
.....Society Editor
Ruth Partridge...
is accepted half so readily as football news.
..Exchange Editor
R uth Reading.... .
Consequently football becomes an impor
.......Sports Editor
Clarence PowelL...
tant part of the college ballyhoo. The Ore
gon Emerald, of the University of OreDOUGLASS H. THOMAS....Business Manager
Ethel P a tto n .................... ....Circulation Manager
'gon, argues for intersectional games, using
this publicity as the main argument. This
year*8 game with a California college net
Feud
ted eighty-eight columns of publicity. At
GE and youth engage interminably the same time a rival Oregon school was
getting
one hundred times as much space,
in their ancient feud. Youth, spurred
perhaps by a super-abundance of through an intersectional game that was
being reported by papers all over the coun
physical energy, seeks always a new mode
of expression, a new field of endeavor, a try. Therefore, Oregon must go East next
fall.
new code of morals. Because a thing is
The astronomy department of any uni
new youth assumes that it is good, and
versity would never lack for funds to buy
age perversely assumes that it is bad.
new telescopes if its announced purpose
There is something a little pathetic
was to find out whether there is an avail
about youth’s struggle to break down the
able football eleven on Mars for an inter
traditions that have been set up by age.
planetary game.
About age there is a solidity, a perma
Whose Game is Football? Students at
nence, a crushing dominance. Youth, the
Ohio State University are asking this ques
•current generation, is forever rebelling
tion since the appearance in a downtown
against the domination of all past genera
of a straw ballot for the selection of
tions. Yet it is inevitable, and it is well paper
a coach to succeed Dr. John W. Wilce. The
that jt i» 55. Youth was ever iii need of meddlesome paper also published a cartoon
rinding its own code of morality. It is which is characterized by the Ohio State
the process of evolving a moral code rather University Monthly as boldly assuming
than the blind acceptance of age’s dogma “ to dictate the policy by which the succes
tism that builds character and makes for sor to the retiring coach should be named. ”
moral stamina.—S. M.
The Monthly also says:

A

Sport Business in Our Colleges
t w \HE Romance of Football. Someone

I

ought to write an article about football for the American Magazine or the
Post, under this title. Football has been
the hero,of an Alger tale, too. In 1890,
twenty thousand people witnessed the
Yale-Harvard game; in 1928 eighty thou
sand attended.
If the profits rolled up by Yale’s foot
ball team during the fiscal year ending
June, 1928, were turned over to Bowdoin
and Colby, two colleges together enrolling
1,150 students, they would be enabled to
operate for a year with a deficit of less
than $12,500. According to an article in
the Yale Alumni Weekly, Harvard’s total
receipts from colonial grants and gifts for
all purposes during the first hundred and
eighty-four years lacked more than $43,000
of equalling Yale’s last year’s football
profits.
What becomes of the millions earned by
football teams each year? Most of it goes
to pay for bigger stadiums in order to be
able to collect higher gate receipts. De
fenders of football say that it goes to sup
port intramural games. Mr. John Tunis
in his book, $port$, shows pretty conclu
sively that very little of it is spent for that
purpose.
Football“ Makes Whoopee” for Culture.

Football is the best device yet invented for
making culture hum. A dean of North
western University testifies: “ Yes, even
in the mind of the man on the street, the
fellow who never went to college, the man
in the grocery store, the tobacco clerk on
the corner, there is a new feeling about
Northwestern. I have sensed it all over
the country. I found it on the west coast...

Current Comment
QUESTIONNAIRES TO
BEGUILE TIME.

Princeton has a pretty habit
of sending out questionnaires
and receiving the most unex
pected answers in the world.
Questionnairing g r o u p s at
Princeton are continually mak
ing impertinent and unorthodox
replies. The freshman class,
for example, must be composed
of a strange lot, for it has voted
that it prefers a Phi Beta
Kappa key to a major sport let
ter, that it would rather go out
with college girls than with
those who have not received a
higher education, and that it
does not favor companionate
marriage.
These same remarkable fresh
men listed their preferences for
campus activities as: first ,the
college daily; second, track;
third, crew; fourth, tennis;
fifth, baseball; and sixth, foot
ball. Only 110 of the 300 who
answered smoke, whereas 170 of
them drink.
Princeton seniors make much
of a questionnaire which they
fill out at commencement time.
They determine the wisest, the

Society
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, January 25.
Alpha Chi Omega, Fireside.
Sigma Kappa, FormaL
Alpha Phi, FormaL
Delta Gamma, Fireside.
Saturday, January 26
Sigma Nu, Fireside.
Kappa Sigma, Dance.
Phi Sigma Kappa, Fireside.
Delta Delta Delta, Fireside.
Delta Sigma Lamba, Fireside.

Pledges Entertain.

PROPER PROCEDURE FOR A YOUNG MAN WISHING
TO GO TO THE DOGS.
1. Grow a three days’ beard.
2. Assume an expression of dejection and dogredatlon, chiefly the latter.
This may be done by allowing the lower jaw to shift a few degrees to
the southeast Care m ust be taken hot to let it shift too far, as this
infringes on lesson No. 3 “How to Become a Successful Thug.” A
week or so without sleep, or an application of burnt cork under the
eyes is also effective.
3. Toy with hair until an artistic disorder has been achieved.

4.

Acquire
request)

a choice vocabulary.

(Booklet in plain

wrapper sent upon

5. Mix equal parts of prune Juice, ether, India ink and plain soda.
(Any Missoula MOON will do.) Add a few raisins in order to have
your Iron today. Place a h at three feet from you on a level with
your eye and drink until you see two hats. By using your own in
genuity or any old recipes you already have you may be able to raise
the total to three hats.
Call a cab and say in a dull listless voice, passing your hand wearily
over your graying temples, “Out of all this . . . anywhere . . .
I t is usually advisable to pawn the family silverware before taking
this last but im portant step. As you step into oblivion you should be
heard to m urmur, “God! W hat a fool I have been . . . w hat a
blind fool!!”
H. L. G.

Fireside

W H A T A M ANLY
YOUNG M AN

“Perhaps other universities have their problems of
the ‘Downtown Coach’ but nowhere, i t seems, is the
malady more acute than in Columbus where over
passioned zealots in the cause of Bigger and Better
Football Teams* go to the astounding lengths in the
expression of their perfervid enthusiasm which may
be well-intentioned, but ofttimes serve no good pur
pose.”

The University of Nevada willingly
turns its football affairs over to the towns
folk. It has been announced that the citi
zens of Reno will raise the sum of ten
thousand dollars “ or more if needed” to
help pay coaches and establish scholar
ships for “ needy and deserving athletes.”
Even though football men didn’t receive
a cent for their effort—and in this univer
sity it appears that even the outward pre
tense of amateur principles is going to be
brushed aside—it would be preposterous
to assert that the game is amateur in spir
it. Here are some of the groups that
profit by the continuance of football as
Big Business:
The coUege itself, through advertising.
The group of professionals who make a living by a t
tending the eleven. In the book mentioned above, Mr.
Tunis cites a typical case of a large eastern university
th at took In over a half million dollars during the
1924 football season. “Of th at sum nearly $300,000, or
more than half, was spent on various intercollegiate
teams, travelling expenses, coaches, trainers, doctors,
rubbers, uniforms and supplies.”
The local merchants who benefit by the football
crowds and who often have an even direct interest In
large gate receipts because they have underwritten
new stadiums.
The newspapers, who profit by this national craze,
from the moment when, early In September, “we read
th at Joe Ames, head coach of Hoosac University, is
(taking his squad away for early season practice in.
the country” to the choice of the last AU-somethlng-orother eleven in December.

The only ones who are not supposed to
profit by this game are those who do the
playing. To pay them would be to sully
that sacred sport with the dirty strain of
commercialism.—The New Student.

best looking, the most likely to
succeed, the best student, the
most gifted, and other leaders of
their class. Results are quite
widely published. The custom
seems to be intelligent as well as
diverting; why does not the
senior class at Stanford adopt
a similar questionnaire to while
away the dull hours of the last
of May t Surely one would pre
fer to be adjudged the most
something-or-other of his class
than elected King of the Masque
Ball, for example. The idea of
a questionnaire is one which
President Richard Holt of the
senior class might well consider.
—Stanford Daily.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
SERVICE.

Directly after the War, there
was organized in European and
American colleges a fund which
would help those students who
had been impoverished to attain
a university education. This be
came known as the International
Student Service, to which col
leges still send in yearly con
tributions.
At the present time conditions
have so improved on the Contin
ent that only a small part of the
sum goes towards the direct

Phi Delta Theta pledges enter
tained the active chapter a t a cos
tume dance Saturday evening, Jan
nary 19. Decorations, programs and
costumes represented “A Night in
Singapore” and this idea was car
ried out in every way possible. The
dance was given a t the Masonic
Temple. Japanese Lanterns, para
sols and paper panels of tapestry
lent an Oriental air.
The programs were in the form of
large fans and were very cleverly
made up w ith bright colored flowers
on one side and the program and
Phi Delta Theta crest on the other.
As Singapore is a gathering place
for people of all nations there were
-various costumes, dancing girls, Or
ientals and American sailors and
many others.
Music was furnished by Joe
Busch’s orchestra and punch and
cake were served during the evening.

Young, skinny, rundown men who w ant to regain their manliness and
cast off th a t shy feeling of inferiority are advised to s ta rt right in today
and put their faith in Pep-O-Pllls.
Thousands of doctors prescribe the same formula for Just such weak
ness yet any frail young man can go to heaven in a hand basket for 00
cents—and here’s something else—if afte r taking them for 30 days you
are not satisfied with results—money back.—Adv.

D O N ’T W EAR
A TR U SS
“ I had a bad case of Alopecia A reata,” states Mr. Barnes.
“ I t had advanced so far that every singular hair on my head
was gone. And to make matters worse, my eyebrows and eye
lashes fell out, too!”
“ Your tongue is nothing more than the upper end of your
stomach.” Now it can be told—

HOW T O FIG H T
EXCESS F A T
There a re hard ways, like starvation, but fewer and fewer employ
them. There is a pleasant way, modern and scientific, which combats
the cause. A vast number of people now use it. And the slender figures
now seen everywhere are largely due to that.

North H all and Corbin hall girls
were hostesses a t their annual win
ter formal dancing parties Friday
evening. Almost a hundred couples
attended the North hall dance while
fifty couples enjoyed dancing a t
Corbin halL
Punch was served
during the evening and Sheridans
orchestras provided the music for
both affairs.
Chaperones a t North hall were
Mrs. Theodore Brantly, social di
rector, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Lindsay,
M atthens Kast, Miss LaG reta Lowman and Mr. and Mrs. B rassil F it»
gerald. Corbin hall chaperones were
Mrs. F. Turner, social director of
the hall, Miss Helen Groff and Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Swearingen. Dr.
and Mrs. C. H. Clapp and Dean
H arriet Sedman attended both func
tions during the evening.
Afternoon Tea.

Alpha Phi Sorority gave a tea
Sunday from 3 until 5 a t their
house on Keith Avenue in honor of
Mrs. Edward W. Porep, district gov
ernor of Alpha Phi and Mrs. Jnlla
Reeser their housemother.
The dining room where tea was
served was decorated in pink and
white. Mrs. H arriet Sedman, Dean
of Women, Mrs. J. D. Hobson and
Mrs. Ju lia Reeser were in the re
ceiving line. Those invited to the
tea were faculty members who are
heads of the various departments,
housemothers, town girls who are
members of Alpha Phi and their
mothers and Alpha Phi Alumnae.

maintenance of individual stu
dents at universities. The func
tions of the I. S. S. have today
House-mother Arrives.
so broadened that in Paris it has
Mrs. Id a B. Davenport from
been able to establish student
Baker
University, Baldwin Kansas
restaurants, a lodging and em
has arrived on the Montana Univer
ployment bureau, and medical
sity Campus where she will be
services for nominal sums. Too
house-mother a t the Alpha Chi
much can not be said in regard
As the little lady on the big horse has done, so you can also Omega house this year. Mrs. Dav
to the internationalizing work
do.
Simply
get
a
job
in
the
circus.
enport was house-mother a t the Phi
that it is doing.—The Stanford

d

m

Daily.

INTUITION.

Philosophers from the dawn
of human history have lived
under the illusion that the in
tellect is only one way of get
ting knowledge, says the Col
legian, and a rather precarious
way at that. Now, as college
students whose main business—
or ostensible business at least—
it is to get knowledge, we are
intensely interested in any
method of study that does away
with that nerve-racking, head
splitting ordeal known as brainwork.
The fact that college students
have yet to find such a magic
method is sufficient proof that
it is humanly impossible to do
so. The argument would seem

to end here, but let us go a little
further and try to discover what
these philosophers were doing
when they put their faith in
something other than the intel
lect in their quest for know
ledge.
In the first place, they had
the wrong idea of knowledge.
After centuries of blundering,
we have discovered that know
ledge does not consist of any
particular state of mind. Know
ledge is a way of acting—a way
of handling our environment.
When we watch a surgeon set a
broken arm, we see that he
knows surgery by what he does.
This is a type of behavior that
is under the immediate control
of the intellect—the cortex, if
you please. Skill is the final re
sult of intensive study and hard
work.

strumental Theory of Know
ledge, what do our philosophers
mean when they say there is an
other and more reliable way of
getting knowledge? From our
experience we can safely say
that it would be easier for a
bolt of lightning to come out of
a clear sky than it would be for
an idea to come out of a soft
head. Perhaps the philosophers
are being moved by pure im
pulse which they have sanctified
by calling it Intuition. There is
nothing divine about this in
stinctive action. I t is not even
human. Intuition may be suf
ficient for a jungle life where
the situations an animal must
face are always the same. But
modem civilized life is so com
plicated and so kaleidoscopic
that we must keep our wits
sharp every moment if we ex
In* view of this so-called In pect to survive.

By ROLAND HOLT.
New York,
.—In “Wings
Over Europe,” first shown a t the
M artin Beck on the tenth, the The
a te r Guild has made a perfect pro
duction of a distinguished play of
imagination and power. I t is ex
tremely difficult to make a fulllength play with no woman in it
interesting, b a t this new one is far
more so than Basil H asting’s “The
New Sin” of a decade or so ago.
Its authors are two Englishmen,
both were educated a t Cambridge,
and both taught English classes.
Robert Nichols fought in the first
hundred thousand. He is known
for his “Ardours and Endurances”
in verse and “Golgotha & Co.” and
three other volumes of prose.
"Wings Over Europe” was preceded
by an earlier play, “Guilty Souls.”
F or years, he taught English in the
University of Tokio. H e had a
hand on the text for Douglas F air
banks’ film, “The Black P irate.”
MtUU’ice Brown fearlessly rebuked

one side, doable doors are flanked
with fine columns, and on the other,
out of high windows, we see the
skeletons of ghostly saplings and
the gray London sky. A long heavy
table, with rose-red portfolio boxes,
Is the principal bit of furniture.
The kindly, elderly W alter Grantly,
the prime m inister of some govern
ment of “Tomorrow Morning,” is
questioning two doctors about his
young nephew, Frances Lightfoot,
a brilliant scientist. They assure
him th at the boy is perfectly norm
al, and leave. Presently Francis,
a Shelley-esque youth without a
collar, is sitting beside his uncle on
the council table, and both com
fortably swing their legs, while the
elder instructs the youth how to
address the B ritish cabinet when
telling them of a rem arkable sci
entific discovery.

soclally-proihineht Chicago wometi
for their theatrical tastes in such
a clever manner that, instead of
winning their hate, he won their
gold for one of onr first Little
theaters, which seated less than a
hundred. H e was represented by
his own modern dress “Mr. F aust”
some years ago a t the Provincetown
theater, and later with matinees of
“Medea” a t the Garrick, in which
one critic offered to wager th at
every woman of his solemn chorus
was a Ph. D. B ut “Wings Over
Europe” is another m atter, full not
only of tense suspense but of good
touches of nature and occasional
bits of humor.
Downing Street
I t all passes in a handsome cream
colored council room in the historic
10 Downing street in London, ad
mirably designed by Raymond Sovey. Most of th e back wall is cov
ered by rows of calf-bound, red
labeled law books, parted in the
middle by a handsome fireplace. On

those th a t Going In a little later.
Like Lightfoot, he is fond of both
Shelley and science, and rather
champions the youngster in the
statem ent he makes, Interrupted by
many questions and objections, in
a lively scene, adm irably sketching
the highly varied characters of
these 13 officers of state. Conspic
uous among them Is the impulsive,
slightly profane secretary of war,
commonly known as “D are Devil
Dick,” and the bullying Dedham,
the lord chancellor. Young Lightfoot’s discovery recalls the title of
a forgotten novel, “The Mighty
Atom,” for he has discovered how
to “release the energies of the
atom,” thereby gaining a force suf
ficient to ran all the tram s and
busses in London and to perform
other great beneficent services pr,
in an instant, completely to destroy
all of England.

Members of Sigma P hi Epsilon
gave a fireside Saturday, January
19. The idea of a night club was
carried out a t this party and this
particular one was called the
“Royal Olub.” Small tables were set
around the rooms in night club
fashion and the menus were in
French. The house was decorated
in purple and red with stream ers
of those colors hung from the cell
guest Sunday a t the Delta Delta
ing.
Delta house.
D uring the evening Edwin Mertz
gave several selections on the piano.
Sigma Kappas entertained Miss
The chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
Helen Groff a t dinner Sunday.
J . W. S tew art
Hall Formats

He Surely Is—But 6 Months
Ago He Was a Weakling.

Masquers Mentioned by Critic

Evelyn A rthur, secretary of state
for foreign affairs, Is the first to
arrive. He wears gray, In contrast
to the formal black cutaways of

Striking B ut Doubtful
This Is certainly striking, but
might not the authors have been
more convincing had they been sat
isfied with a power sufficient to
ran all the tram s In London or to
blot out most of th a t great city?
The councilors receive this news
with mixed consternation and In
credulity. Lightfoot tells them they
| Alpha Chi Omega announces the m ust prepare a plant to use this
pledging of Maxine Moe of Glen great force for the benefit of the
workers and th a t he’ll return for
dive.
it In a week and th a t in the in
‘ Bessie K ittinger spent the week terval his assistants will demon
s trate this discovery.
end a t her home in Miles City.
Act I I shows a night a week la t
Dorothy R aw n and Louise Ham- er.
mery were dinner guests a t the
The last scene is abont 11 the
Alpha P i house Saturday.
following morning.
The youth
Miss Mary Laux and Miss W ini
fred Wilson were joint hostesses at
a social meeting of Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority alum nae association
lost Monday evening a t the home
of Miss Laux in the R andall A part
ments.
Dinner gnests a t North hall Sun
day Included Geraldine Gray, Edith
Mae Baldwin, M arian Wilcox, and
Amy Danaher.
Virginia Braunberger was a din
ner guest a t Corbin hall Saturday.
Sunday dinner guests a t the hall
Included M arjorie Wakefield, Flor
ence Yen Der Vort,, Mildred Dan
iels, Claire Flynn, Jean Crockford
and Doris Halvorson.
Kappa Kappa Gamma alumnae
chapter was entertained a t the
home of Mrs. George Welsel Mon
day evening a t her home on Gerald
avenue.
Hold Initiation

Sigma Alpha Epsilon held initia
tion Sunday morning followed by a
banquet a t th e house In th e afte r
noon a t which forty were present.
C. W. Waters, Irvin Cook and J.
W. Severy, were faculty members
attending. Those initiated w ere:
Ormonde Caswell, Eugene Sonderlin, W arren Pure, M issoula; Dale
Ham ish, F ort Benton; Alvin Jacob
sen, Plenty wood; Joe Klsche, New
London, W isconsin; Alfred Flint,
P hillipsburg; Ernest Michaelson,
Hinghazn; Weldon Highan, Belfry.

Mrs. Theodore Brantly, social di
Mu house for three years a t Baker
rector of N orth hall, spent the week
University. Miss Charlotte Russell, end in Helena.
Law Librarian and former Alpha
Chi Omega house-mother will now
Bonntog-DeMers
devote her entire time to the Law
Of interest to many of the Uni
Library.
versity students was the m arriage
of Dorothea Sonntag, daughter of
Caroline DeLaney, who is on Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sonntag, to Mr.
the Bozeman debate team is spend Lambert DeMers which took place
ing the week-end visiting a t the a t 10 o’clock Friday morning a t S t
Anthony’s parish. Mrs. DeMers
Alpha Chi Omega House.
was reared in Missoula, attending
the grade school and high school in
Mrs. A rthur Perham, Jean Ann,
this city. Mr. DeMers graduated
M argaret and Elizabeth Perham
from the State University several,
were dinner guests a t the Theta
years ago. He is a member of Sig
house Sunday.
ma Chi fraternity.
Evelyn B laser was a dinner guest
Delta Sigma Lamba announces
a t the Kappa Delta house Sunday. the pledging of Lee Corkran of
Sidney and Lowell Dailey of Scobey.
Sigma Kappa announces
the
pledging of Sellcia MacLamore of
Sammie Graham, Elsie Emlnger
Baker.
and Mildred Gullidge were dinner
gnests a t the Phi Sigma Kappa
Betty Williams was a dinner house Sunday.

comes to them. They say they have
capitulated. He appears to think
he may not himself clearly know
the difference between right and
wrong, but th a t (for some reason
not made clear to this spectator)
he will not save them, but will re 
turn a t noon and die with them.
He leaves, and most of these con
scientious Britons aw ait death
bravely. They do no Birkenhead
Drill. One starts a prayer, but no
one joining, stops afte r the first
sentence. A proposal to slug an
anthem meets with no more encour
agement, but a fine barrel organ
outside playing th e m artial a ir of
“The M instrel Boy” gives an emo
tional lift to the tense scene. A
few m inutes before noon, Lightfoot
returns, and there is death in the
room.
B ut a few days before this review
was written, the Times reported the
invention of a gas th a t could wipe
out an entire army. W ith the m ir
acle of the radio and of wireless
phoning across the Atlantic, who
can say th a t anything is impossible?
Back of the terror of the play lies
the question of a possible Utopia,
when the worker is released to cul
tivate his soul, but would it be one?
Certainly “Wings Over Europe” is
fa r and away the most striking, as
well as the most thought provoking
new play of th e season.
The M ontana Masquers.
The firs t Little theater in Mon
tana was founded In 1926 by Carl
Glick, now directing the Little the
ate r of San Antonio, Tex. In 1927
he was succeeded by William Angus,
who had studied under Prof. George
P. B aker a t H arvard 1921-22 and
then worked a t the school of the
Chicago A rt theater. While Mon
tana puts on fine plays, they are not
as yet of her own writing, unless
some of them should be among the
one-actors not named in the reper
tories given out from the State uni
versity. Their productions for
28 included a doable bill of their
own version of Gogol’s “Revisor”
with “M aster Plerro Patelin,” “The
B utter and Egg Man,” “W hat Every
Woman Knows,” and “The P irates
of Penzance” (They’d had a suc
cess with “Pinafore” ea rlier). This
season another double bill, B arrie’s
“Shall We Join the Ladies?” and
their own. version of S ierra’s
“Wife to a Famous Man,” F rank’s
“Twelve Thousand” (Hessians)
with, in prospect, one of these three
Irish plays, Lady Gregory’s “The
Dragon,” O’Casey’s “June and the
Paycock,” or Lenox Robinson's
White-Headed Boy.”

1927-
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OREGON QUINTET
HERE TOMORROW
Records of Two Teams
Are Pretty Equal
This Season.
Coach 4<81at8” Gill and his Oregon
State quintet will travel to Mis*
sonla Wednesday to engage with
the Grizzlies in the Men’s Gymnas
ium a t 8 o’clock in their third con
ference tilt since leaving Corvallis
last Friday. The game promises to
be a close one since both teams are
considered to be on a par. How*
ever, the Grizzlies will have the uphand after a five day rest and since
the Beavers demonstrated their
weakness against the Washington
Cougars last Saturday n ig h t

EXCHANGES

MONTANA

W A SH IN G TO N S T A T E DEBA TERS

(Continued from page one)

Twenty-three fellowships and 20
scholarships are offered by Bryn
M awr college in Pennsylvania for
the year 1929-1930.
A t the September registration
this year there were 892,808 stu
dents in the 1104 American colleges,
of which 544,685 were men and
348,123 girls.
The University of Southern Cali
fornia will organize three tennis
teams this season in order to pro
vide competition for Trojan net
enthusiasts.

sSHOGTttsj&t

F05TER.W.S.G.SPRINT
ACE, IS NOW RECOVERED

Coach Gill is bringing two men
for each position. Regular for
wards are Rod Ballard and Ralph
Callahan with Frank Patterson and
center is Jim Torson with Carl
Bob Drager as alternates. Guards
are Bud Wascher and Cotton W hit
lock with Gene O’Bryan and Buck
Grayson alternates.

ERNIGHT
SKI TRIP OVER RANGE
Fay Clarke of Forest School
Charge of Outing.
Fay Clark, associate professor In
the School of Forestry, conducted a
group of Uls8onla Boy Sconts on
an overnight skiing trip Saturday.
Scouts who have attained a high
rating in the local Scout troops
were eligible to attend.
The troop hiked over th e range
back of Potomac to Copper Cliff,
where camp was made for the n ig h t
Snow was cleared from a circular
space, around which shelter halves
were strung. A n re was built in
the center and members of the ex
cursion slept within the circle.
Sunday morning the hike was
continued over the range and down
into the valley In the vicinity of
Bonita. Here they were met by
Tom Spaulding, dean of the For
estry school, who brought them to
Missoula In a truck.
Similar excursions are planned
for the near future.

Courses in Modern
Art for New York U
Katz to Lecture on Modern Art, Its
Interpretation and Status.
New York— (I P ) —Several cours
es designed to aid in the interpre
tation and understanding of modern
a rt will be introduced early in Feb
ruary by the College of Fine Arts
of the University of New York.
They are believed to be th e first
courses of their kind in th e United
8tates.
Leo J. Katz, Viennese artist, has
been appointed to the sta ff of the
college, and will give two series of
lectures.
The courses will seek to give stu
dents an understanding of modern
art, showing its place in the history
of all art, tracing the beginnings of
the movement, its present status,
and probable future.

Senator A . J. Gilboe
Visits Son Here
State Senator A. J. Gilboe of
Valler, accompanied by Mrs. Gilboe,
were visitors in Missonla over the
week end from Helena where the
state legislature is in session. While
here they visited with their son,
Arve, who is a freshman.
Senator Gilboe is a member of
the committee which is investigat
ing the State University. He ex
pressed the belief th at many of the
legislators were friendly toward the
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilboe were dinner
guests a t the Phi Sigma Kappa
house Sunday.-

Colleges Endorse
Kellogg Peace Pact

The merger of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of San
Francisco will be completed as soon
as alumni and friends of the college Decline to Oppose Anti-Evolution
Laws in Tennessee.
raise a $1,250,000 endowment fund
to place the dental college on the
same plane as other units of Stan
Chattanooga, Tenn.— (I P ) —The
ford.
Kellogg peace pact was endorsed
last week by the Association of
There are three universities in American Colleges, with a member
Cairo, Egypt, according to a native ship of more than 400 institutions
Egyptian who recently talked a t a of higher learning.
University of Nebraska forum.
The group declined, however, to
go on record as opposed to anti
Helen Wills, world champion ten evolution laws, because the confer
nis player, has announced her en ence. was being held in Tennessee.
gagement to Frederick Shander
President W. J . Davidson, of
Moody, Jr., of San Francisco. She
Illinois Wesleyan College, offered
is a graduate of the University of
the resolution dealing with instruc
California, a member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, and Phi Beta tions in the theory of evolution, but
Dr. D. K. McMillan, of Wells Col
Kappa.
lege, Aurora, N. Y., chief sponsor
The National F raternity Council of the resolution on the floor, did
went on record as against “Hell not press it, explaining th a t he took
Week” a t the convention held in this attitude “because we are meet
ing in Tennessee”.
New York.

CALENDAR
F or Week of Jan. 21 to Jan. 26
Monday, January 21.
A rt exhibit, room 802, Main
hall. Oil paintings by William
Silva from the American Feder
ation of Arts, Washington, D. O.
In order to defray the cost of
transportation an admission of
ten cents will be charged.
Tuesday, January 22.
A rt
departm ent — Captain
Treichler of F ort Missoula will
talk on the Silva exhibit a t 2
o’clock.
Central Board meeting, Main
hall, E o'clock.
Spanish clob meeting, Alpha
XI Delta house, 7 :30 p. m.
Wednesday, Jan u a ry 23.
Faculty men's volley ball prac
tice, Women’s Gymnasium, 7:80
p. m.
Debate squad meeting, Library
101, 7:80 p. m.
Orchestra rehearsal. Main aud
itorium, 7:30 p. m.
Basketball game—Montana vs.
Oregon State College, Men’s
Gymnasium, S p. m.
Thursday, Jan u a ry 24.
A rt department, talk by Mr.
Kimball of the Northern Pacific,
10 a. m.
W. A. A. party, Women's Gym
nasium, 7:4S p. m.
Music Club meeting, in Dean
DeLoss Smith’s studio, Main hall.
Debate—Montana vs. Univer
sity of Sydney, high school audi
torium, 8 p. m.
Friday, Jan u a ry 25.
Debate squad meeting, Library
101, 1:00 p. m.
Basketball game, M ontana vs.
University of Oregon, Men’s
Gymnasium, 8 p. m.

Sell Fourth Issue of
Wrangler Tomorrow
Tomorrow afternoon, the fourth
issue of the W rangler will appear
for sale on the campus. Copies will
be available in the Library a t ten
cents apiece.
Articles on the "C ut System,”
“Collegiate Beform,” "Activities”
and other discussion m aterial will
appear in this issue as well as some
creative work, according to Chuck
Alderson, managing editor.

DEMOCRACY ABROAD.

Stephen Leacock and count
less others have made familiar
to all Dartmouth students the
many benefits which Oxford
University derives from ivy on
its building, tea during its after
noons and smoke at its meetings
with the tutors. The value of
the independent study, the
scholarly traditions and the di
vision into sheep and goats by
the Honors and Pass system has
been stressed. Oxford and Cam
bridge have produced good
scholars in a country which is
all but worshipped by upper
class but still colonial Ameri
cans. The reasons have been
sought and brought back by ed
ucation experts and Rhodes
Scholars. Too often the talk has
been of the leisurely atmosphere
created by gouty dons and
eighteenth century buildings,
and all too rarely has the su
perior elementary training in
cultured homes been given cred
it. At least some English uni
versity matriculants go up to
where money is not the goal it
is in America.
But that is not the point of
this editorial. One of the minor
reasons why Oxford and Cam
bridge turn out a different if
not better product than Ameri
can institutions may be a differ
ence in internal structure of
the university and college gov
erning organization. The fel
lows of a college instead of a
board of trustees have the final
word in a decision or dispute of
internal college business. While
this radical difference from the
usual American university syst
em of control is neither widely
heralded nor understood, its
consequences may be of immense
mport. Hiring and firing of
the teaching staff being in the
hands of the individual colleges
instead of those of trustees as
here, allows the expression of
more honest opinion than is pos
sible in some American institu
tions. While the right of free
dom of speech may not be the
only matter of high importance
the life of a teacher, it is typ
ical of several other righto
which an English college is cap
able of preserving for itself.—

The Dartmouth.

After a forced lay-off of six
months, Wesley Foster, Washington
Statte colored sprint flash, has
again donned spikes and is cavort
ing on the cinder path regularly in
preparation for the coming outdoor
season.
Getting away to a beautiful start
in coast competition last spring by
winning the century and 220-yard
dashes in every meet he entered,
including the coast conference gath
ering a t Missoula, Foster strained
his hip late in the season and was
told by physicians to take a t least
a six-months’ r e s t From all indi
cations, his ailing leg has entirely
healed and he seems primed for an
even greater season in 1929.
Perhaps Foster’s most spectacular
performance last spring was his un
official smashing of the 175-yard
dash record in the Oregon StateCougar dual m eet
Foster was
timed by four experts in 16.4 sec
onds a t the 175-yard m ark of the
regular 220-yard dash, breaking the
record set by Charlie Paddock in
the Penn Relays earlier in the
spring by almost a second. I t is
possible th a t he strained his hip in
this race, as he failed to tu rn in
any more phenomenal performances
afte r th a t day.

NOTICES
There will be an im portant meet
ing of Sigma Alpha Io ta a t the
Music bouse Thursday evening a t
7:30. Be prompt.

of the committee for three years.
Bowden is now enrolled in the
School of Journalism and is in
charge of athletic publicity a t the
University. During the World w ar
he acted in the capacity of state
educational director of food adm in
istration. He was state manager
of international relief adm inistra
tion 1921 and 1922. Bowden is a
member of Kappa Kappa Psi na
tional honorary mnsic fraternity.
McKee a Veteran.
McKee was formerly a student a t
the University of Idaho majoring
in electrical engineering. F or four
he
as radio operator
for the Pacific Steamship company
plying along the Pacific coast. Mc
Kee is now a candidate for the de
gree of Bachelor of Science in
Physics and Bachelor of Laws.
While a student a t the University
of Idaho he was a member of the
.debate squad for three years and
won his letter for debate. He was
a member of the Idaho team th at
met the Oxford debaters a t Moscow
In 1924.

years

served

Beck Is Law Senior.
Jam es Beck of Seattle, Washing
ton, is a senior in the School of
Law. He was a student a t the Uni
versity of Washington for three
yea re and came to the University
of Montana in the fall quarter of
1926. Beck was a member of the
debate squad while attending the
Roosevelt high school of Seattle.
He has been a member of the Uni
versity debate squad for the past
two years, representing Montana in
twelve debates during this period.
Last year he made the Chicago trip
with the team. Beck is manager of
the debate squad this year. He is
a member of Phi Delta Phi, national
legal fraternity, and president of
the Law School association.
Audience To Cast Ballot.
The debate will be held in the
high school auditorium a t 7 :45
Thursday evening. Student* of the
University will be adm itted upon
presentation of their A. S. U. M.
tickets. The admission charge will
be 35 cents. Dr. C. H. Clapp will
preside. Special ballots have been
printed for distribution among the
audience and the decision will be
based upon the opinion of the audi
ence on the proposition afte r they
have heard both sides presented in
the debate. In this respect the bal
lot will not represent a verdict on
the m erits of the argumentation
presented by the respective teams.

Methodist students of the Uni
versity are planning a sleighride
party Saturday evening. They will
meet a t the Methodist church and
will ride with cars and bobsleds up
the Rattlesnake. On their return
they will be served refreshments a t
the home of Mrs. 1.1. Scott on Vine
s tre e t
FOR RENT.
Room for rent a t Chimney Corner,

In terfraternity Council will meet
Wednesday evening a t the Sigma
No house.
A K. Moe.

One o f the finest fish th at swims. W e
have it regularly with scales, fins, head,
tail, bones, etc., removed. Y ou bu y
edible fish on ly, ready for the pan.

Missoula Creamery, Inc.

Spanish club meeting tonight,
7:30 p. m., Alpha XI Delta house.
Im portant.
H. L. Jenkins, Pres.

Members of the Wesley Class and
of the Wesley Fireside League are
invited to a sleigh ride Saturday
January 26. Meet a t the Methodist
church on the corner of Washing
ton and Main Streets a t 8 o’clock.
Refreshments.
W alter G. Taylor.

W. A. A. will m eet Thursday,
January 24, in the Women’s gym a t
7:45. Members a re requested to
pay their dues to date, amounting
to 50 cents per quarter.

Wholesale Distributors

Sailor Gets

Zeta Chi announces the pledging
of Helen Hubert of Missoula and
Anna Mae H urst of Sidney.
Lillian Bell is leaving for her
home in Roundup where she will
spend about a month. Miss Bell

Dress Making Is One of Our
Specialties
We are Certain of Pleasing
You
WANAMAKER’S
Near Wilma
Phone 2820

Phone 3469
Corner Higgins & Broadway

OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP
(Basement B. & H. Jewelry Shop)
Fine Hair Cutting Is Our Speclaly

Thompson & Marlenee, Props.

BUTTE
CLEANERS

M 8 H Rootbeet Stand
Next to the High School
Gym

We Cater to
College Trade

STO P IN— WE SERVE
CHILI— HAMBURGERS

Phone 3131

^AMERICAN BARBER
and
BEAUTY SHOP

Always Dependable
FLORENCE
L A U N D R Y CO.
Phone 2302

Dr. G. H. Clapp, president of the
University, left this morning for
Helena where he will spend the day
conferring with Melvin H. Bran
non, chancellor of the G reater Uni
versity.

M ISSOULA
L A U N D R Y CO.
D R Y CLEANERS
Phone 3118

508 S. Higgins

FLORENCE H OTEL
BARBER SHOP
Four Expert Barbers
Ladies' Haircutting Parlor
in Connection

Let your frocks and
dresses always possess
that “air of newness”
by having them dry
cleaned “the Master
W ay”— It’s wise to

Auto Strop Valet
Razors with Stropper
29c
Gillette Razor Blades
Per Pkg. 39c

THE

JOHNH.DAILYCO.

do so.

E X T R A SPECIAL

Phones 2181-2182
115-119 West Front Street

MISSOULA HARDWARE
8 PLUMBING CO.
228 N. Higgins Avenne

Wholesale and Retail Dealers
in
Going to serve punch at the
party?

Fresh and Salt Meats
Packers of

PHONE 3352

D A CO
Hams, Bacon & Lard

Majestic Candy 8
Beverage Co.

Phone 2186

5-Hour Service

BRANCH
. MODEL MARKET
309 N Higgins Phone 2835

Bowl, and Glasses
Fnrntihed Free.
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Sentinel
Butter
A Product We’re
Proud of
And One You Will
Enjoy Using

122 W, Front

T he First National
Bank
of Missoula
E ast Front and Higgins Ave.
Phone 8111

|
E
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HOME WASHING
University Students’
trade preferred. Rates
reasonable.
PHONE 3684

For Your Personal

Toilet Articles
We Have Your Needs.

WEFURNISH

P u blic D rug Store
Florence Hotel

needed most— when the bliz
zard is on. Step out of a

AWarmBus
warm building into

Do you know that 1-2-3-4
or 5 people can ride in a
special cab for half a dollar?
Only ten cents per passenger
if five ride.

in Far Port
Buenos Aires, Argentine,
Jan. 4,1928
Larus & Bro. Co.,
Richmond, Va., U. S. A.
Gentlemen:
I'm a seafarer, and ra such of course
travel quite a lot. Right now I am
in the Argentine, and am glad to say
that I can here purchase your beloved
Edgeworth Tobacco, of which I’m so
very fond.
It is indeed a pity that one can't
find this good smoke in every place of
the raven seas. While recently in
Germany, m y home-country, I tried
in vain to come upon one of these little
blue tins. I'm not raying too much in
mentioning that I would outwalk that
famous mile, hunting up dear Edgeworth. I dare ray there is no other
tobacco like it, ana am convinced that
Edgeworth cannot be improved.
Let me know when you contemplate
ceasing to make Edgeworth so that I
may lay in a goodly store to last till
I ’m seventy.
M ay Edgeworth never change!
I ’ll always remain
Sincerely yours,

E dgew orth
Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobacco

YeDow Cab Co.

W e Serve fo r Lunch
Cheese, Peanut Butter and
Marmalade Toastwiches
M ilk Shakes-Malted Milks and
H ot Chocolate

Associated Students’

Phone 2166

Store

Read Kalinin advertisements.

fitolto g t t B B
DIRECTION W, A. SIMONS

T O N IG H T !

LA ST TIM ES TO N IGH T!

WEEKLY “JO Y N IG H T’’

V ICTO R McLAGLEN

“C O U N T R Y
ST O R E 7
Always New and Different

100 FREE PRIZES
Decidedly Worth While

|
E
s
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This Tobacco

illie Schmekies
All students who have not re
ceived their refunds on doctor bills
for last quarter are urgently re
quested to call a t the health service
and attend to them.
Mrs. A F . LeClaire.

N EED
A
H A IR C U T?

Mrs. T. C. Spaulding, who under
Irene Murphy spent the week end
went an operation for appendicitis a t her home in Anaconda.
Saturday morning, is resting easily
and is well on the road to recovery.

Transportation when it is

V^Cordic
m HADDOCK
~

NOTICE FOR SENIOR GIRLS.
Sweaters have been ordered a t
the Sport Shop. Every senior girl
who wishes to get one m ust place
her individual order there and pay
$2.00 deposit before Saturday, J a n 
uary 26.

has been working in the steno
graphic bureau of the University.

METHODIST STUDENTS
PLAN SLEIGHING PARTY

Kappa Kappa Fsi will meet to
night a t 7:30 in Room 202, Main
hall.

There will be a meeting of the
Musie club Thursday evenhig, Ja n 
uary 24, in Dean DeLoss Smith’s
studio.
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Brevity

Nine of the basketball squad of
the University of Missouri are more
than six feet tall.

Intram ural football games for
4
Lyli8, oQppel
The up-and-down basketball that men and interclass hockey games
the Oregon S taters have displayed for women are played a t the Uni
Washington State College, Pull {February 14, Pacific university;
in the pre-season hoop battles has versity of Michigan.
man, Jan. 21.—For the first time in February 15, Linfield college; Feb
the Orange fans guessing as to what
the history of the State College, two ruary 19, University of Southern
A new stadium th a t is to be as girls will represent the institution C alifornia; February 20, Pomona
their team will do this season. Gen
erally it is being conceded th a t the large as the coliseum a t Los An in the annual two-weeks forensic college; February 21, California In 
green Oregon State team will not geles, is being planned by the Uni tour of the Pacific coast next stitute of Technology; February 22,
finish any too high in the league versity of Southern California.
month. They are Hazel Shoemaker, University of California a t Los
lis t
Centralia, manager of debates a t W. Angeles; February 25, California
Students
a
t
Cornell
University
State college; February 26, Mills
On the Paper.
S. C., and Lylia Appel, Prosser.
On paper Oregon State and Mon have effected a compromise with the
The co-ed team will meet repre college; February 28, University of
tana appear to be on a par, both manager of the local theater. The sentatives of ten higher institutions Oregon; March 1, Oregon State Col
having defeated Gonzaga and los students have promised to deport in the three coast states. A fea lege.
ing to Washington State. B ut Mon themselves quietly on week days ture of the tour will be a debate
tana was beaten only afte r her line and the theater management has between the W. S. C. girls and a
agreed to countenance all forms of men’s team of the California Insti
up was weakened by injuries.
So with all four league opponents disapprobation or even applause a t tute of Technology on whether co
the second show every Saturday.
education has been a success in
looking pretty strong the Oregon
Resourceful stu d en ^ a t the Uni America. N aturally the girls will
Staters have a good chance to be
versity of Utah are getting around debate the affirm ative side of the
nosed out in almost any of the
games. However, the Orangemen an edict against smoking on the question.
campus by smoking on stilts.
Leaving the State College Febru
are expected to do better in the
Twelve inches are considered to be ary 13, the girls’ itinerary includes: Colored S tar Won 100 and 220 a t
second half of the season as they
Conference Meet Here.
a legitimate distance off the campwill have gained experience—not
that they have not already had two
months of experience behind them—
on their road trip.

KAIMIN

A Fine Program

STA R TIN G TO N IG H T!
TO M TY LER
And His Famous Pals—in

“T H E RIVER
P IR A T E ”
Comedy—Novelty—Nows A
“Football Sense”
TOMORROW NIGHT!

“TH E CHEROKEE KID’’
I t ’s a Western—And What
a Picture I t Is.
Comedy—News A Novelty

FEA TU RE PHOTOPLAY

ARINGTON STOCK CO.

—Also—
Comedy & Novelty

in

“You’ll Notice a Big Difference

“BROADWAY JONES’’

At This Theatre Now.”

THE

P agr

IDAHO VANDALS TAKE HARD GAME
FROM GRIZZLIES IN EXTRA PERIOD
Second Conference Tilt
Gives Fans Plenty
Of Thrills.

MONTANA

O N TH IS WEEK’S PROGRAM

Grandma’s Day

Origin of Basketball
Revealed.

KAI M IN .

I BOXERS ON
AMATEUR CARD
Best Campus Talent to
Fight in Loyola
Tourney.

O U R GRIZZLY
TEAM
By
“Lefty” Powell

TACTICAL WORK
ENGAGESR.O.T.C.

(This is the first of a series of
articles th at will appear in The
Kaimin to give its readers a full
understanding of the basketball sit
uation on the Montana campus.)

Tryouts Also B eing Held
For R ifle Team
This Week.

Side Swipes of
A Grizzly Paw
There's a glory in this ivritin*
There's glory in the air;
There's glory in the Varsity,
In fact, most anywhere.
This glory trail sure reaches far.
And takes you in its hand;
Takes you fa r from home and love
in d into some strange land.
Is it glory that we're looking for
Or just happiness;
That we find in doing some big job
While our neighbor's doing lesst
Whatever it is we're trying fo r
Whatever life ship w e sail.
W e always find someone who's
climbed
To the top o f our glory trails
Then we wonder about his glory,
And i f it really is enought
And whether to believe him when
he says.
nhat the sea was bad and 'rough.
For sometimes w e feel heaps
smarter,
And lots more likeable, too—
The' w e never find the right ship.
Or get a xoinning crew.

Considerable criticism has been
Students in M ilitary Science are
Billy Dougal has announced an
Keeping a substantial lead until
other am ateur tourney to be held floating about the campus the lost prim arily engaged in a study of
the lineup was demoralized by in*
a t the Loyola gymnasium January few weeks about our Grizzly bask weapons and shooting, during the
Way back in those good old day
jury and personal fouls, the Mon
29, featuring several University etball quintet. Even the towns winter quarter, according to work
tana quintet conceded Its second when “Grandmother” smoked a pipe
boxers. Headliners on the card will people are a bit grouchy and the mapped out for them.
because
the
doctor
recommended
it,
conference game Friday night to the
be Deane Jones and Jimmy McNally favored question now on the air is
Juniors and Seniors In the ad
Idaho Vandals in the last few min in some instances, but not because
who have been signed with Mis —“W hat is wrong with the Grizzly vanced course are studying How
she
wanted
to
be
“one
of
the
girls”
utes of play by two points, 83*31.
soula opponents. Billy Dougal him team?” The Kaimin is not going itzer weapons this week. These in
Both teams started the game a t a in the group; and when she wore
self, a former student, will also ap to offer any alibis but it does be clude the 37 m. m. gun and the
lieve th at its readers should know three-inch trench m ortar.
slow pace and it was not until the long skirts and petticoats for mod
pear in a top-notch bout.
Next
exactly w hat the squad is up week the Juniors will turn their a t
last ten minutes of play when the esty on dnot necessarily for style,
Other s ta r sluggers who have
against.
score stood 21-21 that the quintets the present popular game of basket
tention
to
machine
guns.
The
sever
been or are now attending the Uni
flew into action and ended the game ball sprung from the ingenious
Seniors preparing for commission!;
Lacks Opportunity.
versity are Bud Grover, Frank
as the most thrilling played so far mind of,Jam es Nalsmith, instruct
Curtiss, Kayo Haney and Joe
To begin with, Montana lacks will take up a study of military
or
in
gymnasium
work
a
t
the
Y.
M.
this season on the home court.
history
next week.
Lynch.
Opponents
are
being
sought
the
opportunity
for
organized
pre
C. A. training college a t Springfield,
The first half opened with Mon
for these boys as well as for Fred season practice due to the fact that
Sophomores are learning musk
Mass. This was in 1891.
tana playing a game of Ironbound
Veeder, Dave Roberts, .and Francis half of the best men are fighting on etry and will study the autom atk
Unlike most of the other m ajor
defense and a smoothness of floor
Malone, who are anxious to make the gridiron field and are unable to rifle next week. At the present
work that held the Vandals in sports known to the world today
their debut in the squared circle.
to get in any court practice.
time Frosh are engaged in rifle
which
have graduated from a more
check, allowing them only nine
MacNally, a new student this
Football season combined with marksmanship, while preparing for
points during the first period. simple form, basketball was given
McMillin of Idaho would make
quarter, held the state lightweight examination week makes it impos the Ninth Corps Area matches. A1
to
the
world
by
an
individual
who
Ohinske and Rohlffs, star Grizzly
and welterweight am ateur titles sible to get the team together until Freshmen in M ilitary m ust shoot any man wish for a lefthanded son
forwards, were able to toss the saw the need of it. The original
last year. He has been matched, the Christmas holidays. Most all this week to determine their grade even if he knew it wasn’t rig h t
sphere a t will and with the help of game has not been changed other
with B earcat Long of Fort Missoula. the other schools in the Northern in marksmanship. A squad of fifty
Rankin, Rule, and Wendt, who ac than the standardization of the
Last fall two Big Ten teams were
Held Bantamweight.
Division are not confronted with Frosh will be picked a t the end of
court
and
a
few
of
the
rules.
So
counted for a field goal apiece
in the last quarter of 40-0 game.
Jones held the bantamweight and this problem although it is true that the week to try for places on
chalked up 10 points a t the end of the modern world is seeing the
The
coach of the team without &
rifle
team.
featherweight
championships
a
t
the
maybe
one
football
man
might
be
the period to sustain a seven-point same game th at sport fans were
touchdown sent in a promising, blue
University two years ago. While on the squad. This leaves them
lead. The Grizzlies played a sen witnessing back in the '90's.
eyed, light-haired center. A big
out of school last year, a t the time free to s ta rt practice a month or
sational game during the first peri
Somewhat a Genius.
guard on the other side of the war
of the M club tourney, he appeared even more to round their teams Into
od by registering an assortment of
We cannot hurriedly pass over
glowered a t him and growled,
on one of Dougal’s cards and gave shape. While practice is going on
shots th at found the hoop for m ark the fact th a t Nalsmith was some
‘W hat the hell you in here for, to
Kid Green of F ort Missoula a ter a t the other schools Montana is
ers and by their forming an im what of a genius or that he had an
make peace?”
rific beating. Eddie Cyle, the boy sadly waiting until football season
penetrable guarding wall th at the easy problem to present to the
who fought a hard battle against is over and until the Christm as holi
Vandals were unable to get through. world. Not only did he have to
H e spoke his piece and i t wa»
Dean O’Leary last year, has been days have terminated. Sort of a
Strong Second Half
spend weeks and possibly months in
plenty. The sub forgot his lines.
training hard for some time and sad state of affairs but nevertheless
The Vandals came back the sec figuring out the game itself, but
has been chosen to face Jones in true. This then leaves Montana Will E n t e r Company’s
ond half to wipe out the defeat de he also had to keep in mind, and
the coming bout.
from six to eight weeks behind the
B ut all this seems so unneces
Plante N ext
livered them last year by the Griz conform to, the possibility of Its
sary—like a special delivery on
Other Varsity fighters wishing to other schools in the conference, not
Spring.
zlies only to find a more fierce popularity. He saw the need of a
mention the smaller schools
Here are the Oregon Webfooters with Coach Billy R einhart who will appear on the card are asked to
Sunday.
Grizzly to contend with. With new indoor sport. His students
invade the Grizzly court Friday night. The University of Oregon sends see Deane Jones on the campus or where basketball is going on almost
Chosen to enter the employ of
Burgher a t center Rule lost the were tiring of tossing dumbbells,
a team of fast, accurate-tossing and adept floor-work artists who are to call on Billy Dougal down town. the year around.
And Red Brown says, “There’s
General Electric company when they
tip-off th at he had been able to get running through setting up exer
making a strong bid for the top berth in the Northern Division. Oregon A suit of clothes has been offered
have completed their "college courses nothing in a special delivery letter
Little Practice.
with Thornhill a t center during cises, jumping rope, boxing, wrest
bowed to the Washington Huskies last year to take second place. The to the fighter putting up the best
on
Sunday th a t Couldn’t w ait until
the first period and the Vandal ling and many other minor muscle
And so the Montana Grizlies— is the distinct honor which has
fighting Grizzlies will be in good shape to give them some stiff oppo exhibition. Dougal won the suit a t
score began to creep up. McMillan, developing and keeping fit exer
afte r only a week’s practice—opens come to ten senior engineers of the Monday—it’s like a bartender tak
sition
Friday
night.
the
last
tourney,
but
states
th
a
t
he
Vandal guard, was beginning to cises, during the long winter
a three game series with Gonzaga— State College. The group includes ing a drink.”
is not competing for this one.
find the hoop but his marksmanship months.
one of the best teams in the North seven electrical engineers, two me
was not effective until Rohlffs was! The game would have to be* in
west, don’t forget—and drops only chanical engineers and one chemical We've started on the grade
called out of the game because of I teresting and inspiring and demand
one game by a small margin. And enginer.
point derby
injuries..
They a r e : Electrical engineers— With an “ A " flush as the goal,
Gonzaga had probably been prac
Pistols
Banned
all the physical energies obtained
ticing for more than eight weeks— Stanley AUgeier, Duer P a rk ; George Our hopes are high to win this
Ten Minutes To Go.
from other exercises and sports.
surely longer than ONE week—all Brown, Z illa h ; Zoran Nierath, Pull
race
With ten minutes left to play and Not a t all an easy problem as we
The Vandals were able to win from the Grizzlies only after our lineup
their men being well versed in court man ; Kenneth L. King, Grandview And to beat the Council's pro.
the score 21-21 Captain .Louis can now see.
was weakened and the team’s unit efficiency was lost by the loss of
artistry and basketball technique. K arl E. Singer, T acom a; W ilbur
Wendt was called out on personal
Rohlffs and Wendt. Both men were taken out of the fray late in the
Possibilities Seen.
fouls and from then on the Vandals
A marvelous showing for a com Webb, Spokane; Thomas Hall, Ed- They tell us that we're equal
last period and it was then th at the Vandals began chalking up points.
But Nalsmith saw the possibilities
chalked up an array of baskets that
Last year there was a little boy paratively green Grizzly Squad. well. Mechanical engineers—How When we start this glorious life,
spelled defeat for the Grizzlies. of the game and went to work to
B ut how many of us stopped to ard Rundle, P ulm an; and Peter They tell us that to win the
who
entered
the
forestry
school.
He
The big, burly Vandal guard and center, Burgher, stampeded and
However, with Rule looping in the formulate nad present his ideas. plowed down the court last Friday like a plow horse banking a row of came from ’way back east. South think so? Coach Stew art rounded Jacobson, Spokane. Chemical en
game
sphere for points and with Rohlffs His plans called for two baskets to early Idaho “netted gem” potatoes. I t looked like Referee Mulligan Dakota or Alabama, or somewhere a team into shape in ONE week to gineer—Ralph Cheney, Tacoma.
To work hard thru the strife.
back in the game the Grizzlies \y.ere be placed a t each end of the floor, was behind the plow most of the time, trusting faithfully th at his horse near there.
win two games from a team well
More than 30 graduates of the
able to even the score when the the floor space being somewhat would keep on the straight and narrow furrow. Mulligan finally woke
This same lad became imbued grounded in basketbal lartistry State College are now in the em Whoever wins the derby
final shot- was fired. An extra larger than the standardized court up but it was not until after he had lost the confidence of the crowd. with the forestry, spirit. Following afte r weeks of practice. I t was a ploy of the main Schenectady plant Should cherish what he wins,
period was called to decide the out of today. He must then have a ball, It’s queer how a referee can rile a crowd—a real sportsmanlike crowTd, the usual western custom he pur fighting Grizzly team th at ra n in of General Electric company, and For makin’ grade points proves
come and McMillin was the Idaho spherical in shape, which could be too—th at Montana University has always been proud of. The crowd chased an eight pint h a t (the In  on the court those three nights.
to be
many others are in the corporation’
factor in winning the game. Mc easily and swiftly passed between has been complimented all over the coast and we w ant to keep it th at
dian says th at’s all they'll hold), a
And then our geographical handi services in various p arts of the My great consistent sin.
Millin caged seven baskets in the players and one th a t would easily way. No hooting, booing, or razzing. Our team even takes the referee’s
sufficiently colorful jacket, and cap. Montana goes to 'a great ex country, according to Dean H. W
last half with all of them from an descend into the hoop. Roth the decision as final. But an. Incompetent referee does get under our skins
even thought of getting an axe.
pense to get schools to come here Carpenter, head, of the college of There's plenty grade points I
overhand southpaw thrust. The original hoops and ball were larger once in a while.
can’t make,
The next step in his career was for pre-season practice games. mechanic a rts and engineering.
game ended 33-31 in favor of Idaho than those in use a t the present
And more I never will;
the writing of preposterous stories Other schools in the conference are
winning by the same margin that time. Five players composed his
I've found this grade curve
Have you ever been to a basketball game playing against Idaho that home. T hat was bad enough, biit more fortunate since they are sur
the Grizzlies won from the Vandals team and the same procedure of Coach Fox h asn't found something to cry about? ..We haven't and we
hard to climb,
rounded by many smaller schools
then came the Foresters’ Brawl.
play was used in the initial game
last year.
It's too damn steep a hill.
have seen three seasons of basketball. Those th a t have been here three
as now. The game could either be
The young fellow borrowed his and universities th at are in the con
McMillin carried off individual
years haven’t and those th at have been here longer probably haven't
played inside or on an outside
roommate’s .82* pistol, entered the ference. They are able to get ten
scoring honors by looping in eight
either.
A “MOVIE” COLLEGE.
court.
Brawl, and proceeded to make what to fifteen practice games a t the
field goals and one foul goal for u
was the 1928 equivalent of “whoop- small expense th at it costs Montana Class Looks on While Professor
Naismith's game became popular
total of 17 points. Rohlffs, Rule
At
last, according to “ The
The law of interval wins between Montana and Idaho—if there is
to get four to five games.
Carves Himself.
and Chlnske totalled eight points instantaneously. Its inception was such a law—seems to be working to perfection. At least it has since ie.” Several others, not easterners,
New Student,” Princeton has
so rapid th at by 1894 the game was 1925. Montana is evidently scheduled to win from Idaho every other followed his example.
apiece.
set out to educate the world, or
While his students looked o:
being played in practically the year. It was Idaho’s turn last Friday.
Now comes the word th at no more Co-Eds M ay Have to
Lineup:
at least that part of the world
cently, Professor David Rabello,
guns will be taken to the Brawl.
Montana
Idaho whole world, spanning from Paris
that cannot or will not go to col
Study
Toyery
Now
surgeon
in the University of Minas
Chlnske .......... ....... .............. S to w e ll'M e lb o u rn e .
I t seems Feet Lewis is out for the remainder of the season. The Several persons suffered powder
lege. A t Princeton—Princeton,
Geraes, performed a successful op
Basketball is enjoying more pop Grizzly squad has already felt a great lo6s in this competent, efficient burns last year.
Forward
no less—was filmed that latest
New York— ( I P ) —Co-eds study eration for hernia upon himself.
From now on the door man must
Rohlffs ................................ Burgher ularity today than ever before and and heady guard. Lewis knows basketball from A to Z.
of educational pictures, “ Var
The surgeon prepared a t 8 a.
search for both pistols and neckties. ing. to take up library work may
is one of the leading sports in the
Forward
sity.” Now the world may see
Rule ........................ ......... Thornhill world today.
The University of Montana has a hard fighting basketball quintet Bobnails, as usual, are not allowed. find themselves required to take a in the operating room and informed once more, this time in the dig
new college course in this connec interns and students th a t he would nified surroundings of one of
Center
sailing under her colors. No one is going to doubt that. Montana has
tion.
perform an interesting operation. the oldest American colleges, the
R a n k in ................
McMillin
a fighting team both collectively and individually. The squad collec
Paris Scientists Find tively has proven as much so fa r this season. Now individually ,let us
Guard
At least it looks th at way fol They looked for the patient, and tattooed slicker, the battered
Y ELL SCHOOL
Wendt ....................
Drummond
Rabello announced th a t he was i t
lowing
the
proposal
of
a
group
of
headpieces, the rooms decorated
Monkeys Dangerous look back over the season and cite a few incidents. W hat about the
Guard
new York society women to estab
time when Wendt was knocked cold in the Washington State game and
The surgeon then calmly prepared with “ Keep Off the Grass”
Substitutes: Montana, Brown and
lish a Toyery, where toys would be to operate on himself. He applied signs, the football game won and
Paris— (I P )—Jungle experiences recovered to play a remarkable game. And then again when Rohlffs
J. Lewis.
loaned to children for a short time novocaine, and then, with the aid lost by the magnificent 58-yard
have been the fate of two scientists locked horns with Breedon, husky Aggie guard—-not an easy fellow to
Individual scoring:
Montana,
as library books are now.
of two assistants, performed the run in the last 11 seconds of
who have been working with large lock horus with a t all—recovered to continue on with the game.
Chinske 8, Rohlffs 8, Rule 8, Rankin
The purpose of the project will m ajor p a rt of the operation, ihclud play—may see, in a word, all
African monkeys in an effort to
“Mr. Jones, how many times must
4, Wendt 8. Idaho, Stowell 8,
And then when Rankin was fouled by Burgher in the Idaho game
ing the suture of the Incision.
be
to
put
an
end
to
the
stealing
of
the very collegiate character
obtain a perfect serum for the pre
I tell you th a t th e time for the
Burgher 3, Thornhill 3, McMillin
and got up fighting harder than before. Oh, no, we didn’t think much
istics of movie colleges.
vention of Yellow Fever.
Montana yell is three-four and not toys by children who need them for
17, Drummond 2.
about it a t the moment. I t was ju st p art of the game, you know. But
the
working
off
of
their
youthful
And Princeton—how prond
The monkeys, of a large type, and
four-eight?”
Referee, Mulligan. Umpire, Mor
let one of us get knocked cold and we feel like lying down for a few
emotions.
must
its students and alumni be
more
than
ferocious
when
ill
with
The
instructor
sighed
and
dis
ris. Timekeeper ,Harry Adams.
minutes. Nothing like th at for a Grizzly fighter. Each and every man
The toyery would be operated on
because their college is further
missed -the class, following a diffi
the fever, have several times bitten
is in the game to fight and he is fighting with every ounce of strength
the same basis as a public library.
ing thus the edueation of those
Professor Auguste P ettit and Dr. th a t he has.
cult hour.
Co-Ed8 to Fence
Georges Stefanopoulo, who have had
heretofore altogether too ignor
. “And Jones was so efficient in his
Plans for More S tunts Are Being
to work practically alone with the
ant of such eccentricities as dis
outside reading,” he murmured to
Made, F ritz Says.
Maybe we rooters, too, could fight a little more—not th at we liaven't himself, “but I m ust be careful of
apes because of the danger of the
tinguished the college student
been, but maybe we could fight ju st a trifle harder. And maybe we his handshaking. These, courses
task.
from the sane man! So proud
could stick up for our team just a little more and not leave the gymnas- aren’t w hat they’re cracked up to
Members of the Forestry club are they, indeed, that exhibitors
Serum taken from the sick monk
ium In a grouch when we lose. It's our team—win or lose.
quartet, who sang several numbers of “ Varsity” are afraid to show
be.”
eys has proved effective in prevent
between halves a t the Montana- it at Princeton. So proud are
Capella Sextet Will Also E
Fencing as a maidenly a rt is to ing the disease in human beings.
Idaho game last Friday night, were they that telegrams from alumni
Share in Program.
be taken up seriously by Montana
All Of which is a scene which may
well received. There may be more of Princeton praising—Yale,
co-eds this quarter on Tuesdays and
be happening soon on the Montana
Thursdays a t 3 o'clock in the men’
campus. I t ’s an idea of Central
KUOM will broadcast a program entertainm ent of the same type in because it refused to permit the
gymnasium. So the men will hav
given by the Montana Masquers the ten m inute interval, according desecration of its campus with
Board’s.
to Nelson F ritz, yell king.
to be good, or be challenged to a
It seems, according to Nelson Thursday evening, January 24.
such a travesty on college sense.
Gradual Improvement Noticed After American Society a t Rome. An Fri(z, present yell king, th at there
No organization has been secured So proud are they that students
duel. There will be open hour
Capella Sextet, composed of Miss
nounces Annual Contest
Year of Semi-Consciousness.
practise in this sport with a view Schedule Changed- for Tonight;
are no upperclassmen who are elig Helen Smith, Mrs. R. C. Line, Mrs. definitely and there probably will are suggesting such additional
Other Games as Announced.
to forming teams and counting
Rome.— ( I P ) — The
American ible to succeed him next year. The C. H. Riedell, Mrs. E. M. Little, Mr. be no entertainm ent a t the Montana- measures as a nation-wide ad
Worcester, M iss— (I P ) —Victim Academy here has announced its an position is not open to underclass R ufus Coleman and Mrs. E. M. Lit 0. A. C. game Wednesday, but there
points earned either as a major or
vertising campaign with such
H
arry
Adams
has
announced
a
of
a
strange
coma
which
has
baffled
may be some tor the Montana-Ore- slogans as “ Princeton, The
nual competition for fellowships in men, several of whom are now tle wil aso broadcast
minor sport towards winning a
change in the order of games for specialists for months, Miss Helen architecture, landscape architecture, working -■in the capacity of yell
sweater.
Monday night the usual educa gon game next Friday.
Friendly University,” or “ You
the
Inter-church
basketball
tourna
Buschman,
21,
formerly
a
student
Practise in the use of foils wil
musical composition, painting, sculp dukes.
don’t know what education is
tional program was broadcast Miss
acquaint the girls with a more re ment which starts tonight The a t Lake Erie College, Painesvllle, ture and classical studies.
I t is therefore proposed to start Pauline . Astle, an English major,
until you’ve been to Princeton.’
Episcopals
will
meet
the
Disciples
Ohio, begins her second year of
fined method of attack than the
The competitions are open to un a school for yell kings, an idea and Professor E. L. Freeman of
The example set for college
in the second game this evening, semi-consciousness this week.
use of such common implements
m arried men not more than 30 years which has proved popular in many the English department, both gave
students
by movie stars imper
hammers and paper cutters, and instead of the f i r s t as previously
Since she was struck by a motor of age who are citizens of the Unit American universities.
readings.
sonating them is becoming in
will afford a better technique, with stated. The first game will be be bus in Plainsville on January 15, ed States. The stipend of each fel
Anyone interested in the plan may
creasingly
difficult to follow.
tween the Methodists and the Con- 1928, Miss' Buschman has shown lowship is $1500 a year with an al turn his name in to Nelson Fritz.
more accuracy than heretofore.
Cambridge, England.— ( I P ) —For Even the All American halfback
Aside from the practical advan gregationalists.
gradual signs of improvement. She lowance of $500 for transportation
I t seems there is a great deal AMERICAN AND ENGLISH the firs t time since the w ar there
finds it difficult to get hurt in
The rest of the schedule is the is now able to eat soft food, and to and from Rome. Residence and more to the a r t of rhythmic shout
tages of learning the pastime, fenc
STUDENTS TO CONFER is a possibility th a t an American every game, while the most in
ing also teaches a grace and quick same as announced last week. The can move h er arm s and legs. She studio are provided a t the academy ing than the layman supposes. Ges
may sit in the Cambridge university veterate souse on the college
B aptists will meet the Episcopal sits up from time to time, but she here.
ness of movement
tures, etc., have a significance very
Oxford, England.— (I P )—A con crew when it races against Oxford. campus comes up for breath.
As yet we have learned of no team and the Disciples will engage has not spoken a word since the ac
Full information is being pre much their own.
ference of B ritish and American
R. E. Swartwont, who as cox Since they never reach the
counter-action on the p a rt of the the Congregationalists Thursday cident.
The prevailing medical pared by Roscoe Guernsey, execu
One question brought up is that students is to be held here next
swain ateered the F irst Trinity heights of “ collegiatism” set by
men of the campus, so the girls will n ight The rest of the schedule opinion is th a t the shock destroyed tive secretary, American Academy of ju st which school on the campus summer, it has been announced by
eight to the head of the river in the the movies, is it any wonder the
have a distinct advantage in case wil be played Tuesday, Wednesday certain hrain cells, which have not in Rome, 101 P ark avenue, New would best be qualified for cheer the Carnegie Endowment for InterLent and May races last year, la colleges are protesting
and Thursday of next week.
of an argum ent
yet been restored.
York City.
leading.
national Peace.
the man.
“ College Films 1”

10W .S.C. GRADS
WORK'FOR G. E.

No More Redskins Will
Bite Dust, Foresters Say.

Surgeon Operates;
Is His Own Patient

Cheer Leaders to ' Be
Developed Here.

Forest Club Men
Entertain at Game

Will Learn a Refined
Method of Attack.

Montana Masquers
Broadcast Thursday

Bus Victim Still in
Fellowship to Be
Inter-Church Hoop
Coma After One Year
Given hy Academy
Tournament Begins

American May Race
In Cambridge Crew

